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Minister’s Visit Brings Focus to North Pine Problems
Local State MPs have stated that yesterday’s visit of Minister for Energy and Water Supply, Hon
Mark McArdle MP, is a positive step forward in the process of implementing solutions to on-going
issues with North Pine Dam and North Pine River.
Minister McArdle told locals that their concerns about the dam’s impact on life and property are top
priority for a community that has been ignored under the previous government.
He visited the dam with Seath Holswich MP, Trevor Ruthenberg MP and Reg Gulley MP Councillors
David Dwyer, Bob Millar and residents of the North Pine Residents Association to discuss dam
levels, water release strategies and downstream impacts of flooding in the North Pine River.
North Pine Residents Association representatives showed the Minister the devastating impacts of
recent flooding and expressed their safety concerns should the dam wall ever suffer any degree of
failure.
“We acknowledge the legitimate concerns of residents, particularly in Whiteside, Petrie and
Lawnton, around their safety and access to property when North Pine River floods,” Mr Ruthenberg
said. “It was important that the Minister see the issues first hand so that he and his department can
make an informed decision on these issues.”
Mr Holswich stressed the downstream impacts to the Minister during the visit. “Even minimal
releases from North Pine Dam are seeing Youngs Crossing closed, causing significant erosion and
displacement of local wildlife.”
Mr Holswich also expressed his concerns about the impact of dam releases on the reconstruction of
the AJ Wyllie Bridge. “Any significant dam releases necessitate work ceasing on the AJ Wyllie
Bridge rebuild for safety reasons. This is potentially the biggest risk to the AJ Wyllie Bridge rebuild
being completed on time.”
Mr Gulley added that it is important that an appropriate balance is struck between maintaining water
security and minimizing the impacts of flooding and dam releases. “We can all remember that it was
not so long ago that North Pine Dam was only around 15% capacity. We need to ensure that there
is sufficient water in the dam to cope with extend dry periods, whilst ensuring that dam gates don’t
need to be opened every time a dark cloud forms on the horizon.”
The local MPs will continue discussions with the Minister and Department in order to find an
acceptable solution to these on-going issues.

“Residents can be assured that we are taking these issues seriously and will work in partnership
with Moreton Bay Regional Council, SEQ Water and State Government Departments to find
acceptable solutions,” Mr Ruthenberg added.
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